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Abstract

The en route noise test was designed to characterize propagation of prop-

sCan noise from cruise altitudes to the ground. In-flight measurements of

propfan source levels and directional patterns were made by a chase plane fly-

ing in formation with the propfan test assessment (PTA) airplane. Ground

noise measurements were taken during repeated flights over a distributed

microphone array. The microphone array on the ground was used to pro-

vide ensemble-averaged estimates of mean flyover noise levels, establish con-

fidence limits for those means, and measure propagation-induced noise vari-

ability. Even for identical nominal cruise conditions, peak sound levels

for individual overflights varied substantially about the average, particularly

when overflights were performed on different days. Large day-to-day varia-

tions in peak level measurements appeared to be caused by large day-to-day

differences in propagation conditions and tended to obscure small variations

arising from operating conditions. A three-dimensional ray-tracing method

was used to account for atmospheric propagation of sound and predict sound

levels on the ground from repeated flights performed at three representative

cruise conditions. A parametric evaluation of the sensitivity of this predic-
tion method to weather measurement and source level uncertainties was also

performed. In general, predictions showed good agreement with measure-

ments. However, the method was unable to predict short-term variability

of ensemble-averaged data within individual overflights. Although varia-

tions in absorption appear to be the dominant factor in variations of peak

sound levels recorded on the ground, accurate predictions of those levels re-

quire that a complete description of operational conditions be taken into

account. The comprehensive and integrated methods presented in this paper

have adequately predicted ground-measured sound levels. On average, peak

sound levels were predicted within 3 dB for each of the three different cruise
conditions.

Introduction

Historical Perspective

The Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program

was established in 1975 to investigate methods for

reducing the fuel consumption of commercial sub-
sonic airplanes. The Advanced Turboprop (ATP)

Project Office was charged with the task of develop-

ing propeller systems capable of operating at cruise

Mach numbers typical of conventional turbofans with
the propulsive efficiencies typical of low-speed pro-

pellers. The result of this research was a family of

propellers with very thin highly swept blades called

propfans. The Hamilton Standard Division of United
Technologies Corporation designed, fabricated, and

tested a full-scale propfan under contract as part of

the Large-Scale Advanced Propeller (LAP) Program.

(See ref. 1.) This full-scale propfan (designated as

the SR-7L) was designed to operate at a helical tip
Mach number of nearly 1.2, a flight cruise speed of

Mach 0.8, and 35 000 ft above sea level.

Although the design of the SR-7L was a compro-

mise of acoustic as well as aerodynamic and struc-
tural factors, the high-Math-number tip generates

a high noise level in the near-field with a periodic

impulsive pressure function in tile time domain that
translates into a spectrum with distinct harmonics

of the blade passage frequency. The relatively low-

frequency tonal character of the propfan noise field in
the cruise condition is fundamentally different from

the relatively high-frequency shock cell or broadband

jet-mixing noise field of a turbofan in cruise. In

addition to cabin and airport community noise issues,
these distinct tones, particularly at the lower har-

monics, could propagate to the ground at sufficient

sound levels to cause annoyance during the cruise

portion of flight.

In the past, primary concern about aircraft com-

munity noise has been focused in the immediate

vicinity of airports. Locally high noise levels occur
on the ground during aircraft takeoff when maximum



power is usedand during landingwhenthe low
approach(glideslopeof 3 °) at low speed exposes a

large area to aircraft noise for a relatively long time
period. The broadband nature of jet noise causes

little noticeable effect on the ground in densely pop-

ulated areas during high-altitude cruise (largest seg-

ment of a commercial flight profile) while the air-
craft is en route to its destination. In less densely

populated areas, particularly in parks and wilder-

ness areas with very low-background noise levels,
en route noise is audible but the broadband nature

and the attenuation of high-frequency components

of the shock cell noise tend to minimize annoyance.

The aircraft community noise Code of Federal Reg-
ulations (CFR) (FAR Part 36 (ref. 2)), as currently

enacted, requires noise measurements at only four

locations all within four miles of the runway and for
only takeoff and landing situations.

The propfan test assessment (PTA) airplane was

developed by Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Com-

pany under a NASA contract to evaluate propfan
structural integrity, propfan source noise, cabin noise

and vibration, community noise related to CFR

(FAR Part 36), and ground noise during en route
cruise. During flights of the PTA airplane in

Alabama in October 1987, the noise on the ground
was audible under high-altitude cruise conditions and

approached A-weighted levels of 60 dBA. Under sim-

ilar conditions in Virginia in June 1988, the noise

measured on the ground from overflights of a vari-

ety of commercial turbofan airplanes barely exceeded

45 dBA. In addition to the relatively high noise lev-
els observed in the Alabama test, fluctuations of up
to 20 dBA within periods of less than 3 sec were

observed near the ground even though the propfan

source level remained relatively constant. (See ref. 3.)

En Route Noise Test

Overview. The en route noise test was designed
to study the propagation of propfan noise from cruise

altitudes to the ground and to assess the annoy-
ance caused by that noise. The test was conducted

at the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) where

t)ackgromld noise was low and considerable range

support was available for tracking the airplane and
taking weather measurements. The test consisted

of ground noise measurements taken during a series

of flights over a distributed microphone array and

in-flight noise measurements taken during a separate
series of flights with microphones mounted on both

the PTA airplane and a chase plane flying in for-
ruction. The in-flight measurements from the chase
plane were included to provide reliable source lev-

els and directional patterns that would permit an

accurate estimate of propagation losses. The multi-

ple microphones on the ground were used to estimate

mean flyover noise levels, establish the confidence

limits of those mean levels, and measure propagation-

induced noise variability. The chase plane in-flight
and the ground microphone array overflight measure-
ments were conducted at different times to eliminate

noise contamination of the ground measurements by
the chase plane. The PTA airplane radar tracks

and weather profile measurements were concurrently

recorded to enable accurate comparison of measured

results with those obtained from the propagation
model.

The test was a joint effort of NASA Langley

Research Center (LaRC), NASA Lewis Research
Center (LeRC), and the Federal Aviation Adminis-

tration (FAA). NASA LaRC coordinated the ground
phase of acoustic and weather test data measure-

ments, the FAA took independent acoustic mea-

surements, and NASA LeRC provided and oper-
ated the PTA airplane and performed all in-flight
noise measurements. Radar tracks, rawinsonde

weather profiles, and communications were provided
by WSMR.

Propagation study. This paper details the

experimental study of long-range sound propagation
from the NASA LaRC perspective: first, with a

description of the experimental setup and then, a
discussion of the test procedures. Experimental data

analysis methods are presented next and are followed

by a discussion of the experimental results. The
temporal variability of sound level time histories are

examined and then, the characteristics of peak sound

pressure levels are established. Average peak levels,
peak level variability, and data trends are discussed

in turn; A-weighted sound pressure level data are

presented.

Methods for predicting the measured sound lev-

els during the aircraft flyovers arc discussed next.
The technique to combine theoretical predictions and
experimental measurements into a smooth source

directional estimate is presented and then coordi-

nate transformations that are required to match
the long-range propagation model arc described.

The long-range propagation prediction method is

developed next; the basic ray-tracing method, the

atmospheric model, the sound absorption model,
and the technique for finding the source-to-observer

ray are described. Propagation effects a_ssociatcd

with the ray endpoints rather than the ray path are

then discussed. Next, the overall prediction proce-

dure and results are presented and the sensitivity
of the method to variations in model parameters is
examined.
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Finally,theexperimentaldataandpredictionsare
compared.Variationsofsoundpressurelevelandfre-
quencyversustimearecompared,nominalpeaklev-
elsarecompared,andpredictionuncertaintyiscom-
paredwithmeasurementvariability.Theassessment
of subjectiveannoyancecausedby airplaneenroute
noisehasalreadybeenreported.(Seeref. 4.)
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ray tube area

sound speed

microphone spacing

fluid frequency

emitted frequency

invariant frequency

scale factor

Mach number

acoustic wave unit normal

acoustic pressure amplitude

propagation distance

source-receiver distance

acoustic wave slowness vector

retardation time for ith microphone

airplane velocity vector

airplane speed along microphone array

wind velocity vector

acoustic emission angle

atmospheric density

standard deviation

source-receiver reception angle

boom microphone, in-flight

boom microphone, overflight

measured

predicted

source distance, in-flight

source distance, overflight

source

direction, in-flight

direction, overflight

Abbreviations:

ACEE Aircraft Energy Efficiency

AGL above ground level

ANOPP Aircraft Noise Prediction Program

ANSI American National Standards Institute

ASSPIN Advanced Subsonic and Supersonic

Propeller Induced Noise program

ATP Advanced Turboprop Project Office

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

FAA Federal Aviation Administration

FAR Federal Aviation Regulations

LAP Large-Scale Advanced Propeller

Program

OASPL overall sound pressure level

PTA propfan test assessment airplane

WSMR White Sands Missile Range

Experiment Description

Experimental Setup

Airplane configuration. The PTA airplane
shown in figure 1 was a highly modified Gulfstream

Aerospace Corporation GII with a propfan driven

by a turboshaft engine mounted on the left wing.

(See ref. 5.) The propfan consisted of a full-scale,
9-ft-diameter, eight-bladed, Hamilton Standard

SR-TL propeller. It was powered by a modified
Allison Gas T_lrbine Division M570 engine rated at

6000 hp contained in a Lockheed-designed nacelle

that permitted adjustments of the shaft angle relative
to the airplane. The nacelle tilt angle was set at -1 °

for all of the flights reported in this paper. The air-

plane retained both Rolls Royce Limited 511-8 Spey

turbojet engines oil the aft fuselage although the left

engine was operated at flight idle during acoustic
tests. The PTA airplane was highly instrumented

with a variety of sensors for monitoring airplane oper-
ation and measuring acoustic signatures. There were

45 flush-mounted microphones in the flmelage in a

two-dimensional array and 5 flush-mounted micro-

phones in a cantilevered boom mounted on the left

wing outboard of the engine. Onboard acoustic mea-
surements used for source level estimates in this pa-

per were acquired with a boom-mounted microphone,

that was positioned in the plane of the propeller.

In-flight acoustic measurements. The exper-

iment consisted of two major phases: in-flight mea-

surement of propfan source noise and ground mea-
surement of propagated cruise noise. The in-flight



Figure1.l}ropfimtestassessnmntairplaneill flight.
L-89-5660

testmeasurenmntsweretakenduringscheduledtimes
independentof thegroundtestmeasurementsfrom
an instrumentedGatesCorporationLearjet flying

in formation with the PTA airplane. The Learjet
instruments measured far-field noise from the PTA

airplane at specific angles while the PTA airplane
onboard instruments measured near-field noise as

well as a variety of airplane and engine parame-
ters. The details of this test program have been

reported by Woodward and Loefl]er. (See ref. 6.)
The instruments onboard the PTA airplane also mea-

sured near-fieht noise and a variety of airplane and

engine parameters during the ground measurement
phase of the test. The onboard measurement data

from both phases of the test provide the basis of the

far-field propfan noise estimates during the ground

measurement overflights.

Weather and radar measurements. The

en route noise test was performed at the White Sands

Missile Range (WSMR) in New Mexico in April 1989.

Background noise was low and considerable range
support for radar tracking and weather measure-
ments was available. Weather data were measured

by a variety of instruments Ks shown in figure 2. A

tethered balloon system provided continuous profile
measurements of wind speed, wind direction, rela-

tive humidity, dry bulb temperature, wet bulb tem-

perature, and pressure to 1500 ft above ground level
(AGL) during each test session. Six weather sta-

tions of various heights were located in a t/2-mile cir-

cle around the ground microphone array, and mea-

sured temperature, wind speed, and wind direction

during each session. An acoustic sounder (i.e., sodar)

was located four miles to the northeast of the ground
microphones and measured lower atmospheric tur-
bulence. Finally, free-balloon rawinsonde units were

released to measure wind speed, wind direction,

temperature, relative humidity, and pressure up to

4

32 000 ft AGL before and after each session. The ver-

tical increment of data samples was approximately

160 ft. Radar tracking of the PTA airplane was

facilitated by a C-band beacon. All tracking data
as well as the surveyed positions of all ground-based

instruments were provided by WSMR in a common
Cartesian coordinate system. Airplane position data

were provided at a rate of 10 samples/see.

Ground acoustic measurements. A diagram

of the ground microphone array site is shown in fig-
ure 3. The ground microphones for this test were

arrayed in a straight line at 400-ft intervals. The

array was positioned on a dirt road aligned along the
nominal flight path over the North Range of WSMR.

near the Gran Jean site. Each of the eight array
elements consisted of a 42-in-square ground board

with two 1/>in. condenser microphones lying on their

sides near the center of the board and aligned per-

pendicular to the nominal flight path. This config-
uration was designed for pressure doubling relative

to free-fieht response for the frequencies of interest.
(See ref. 7.) Each microphone face was enclosed in

a foain rubber hemisphere and each microphone pair
was covered with a horsehair wind screen. The horse-

hair wind screens were truncated cones with a base

diameter of about 2 it, a top diameter of about 1 It,
and a height of about 1 ft. Laboratory experiments

mdicated that the combined total acoustic absorp-
tion loss of tile two wind screens was less than the

estimated measureInent accuracy of 0.25 dB for fre-

quencies of less than 1000 Hz. At each array position,

one microphone was connected to an analog signal
conditioning system while the other was connected

to a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter located in the

microphone power supply. The converter sampled
the analog signal from the microphone at a rate of

2344 samples/see.
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Figure 2. En route noise test weather instrmnentation.

White Sands Missile Range
Gran Jean Site

SODAR located
=4 miles NNE
at Green Site

ies. The FAA had a ground-mounted and a 4-ft-AGL

microphone set near the eastern end of the LaRC

microphone array and at a site located approximately

five miles north of the array.

Van site

400 ft ° /4-ft-AGL
_ _ microphone

; ; 4- ; -J
'\ Ground board-mounted microphones

Dirt road

, Balloon site

"FAA site

Paved road Dirt road

Figure 3. I)iagram of ground microt)hone array' site.

Located near one of the ground board installa-

tions were analog and digital microphones mounted

4 ft (1.2 m) above the ground. Each of the two

4-ft.-AGL microphones was enclosed in a foam rubber

sphere. Figure 4 is a photograph of one of the ground

board installations and the adjacent 4-ft-AGL micro-

phone. The microphones were connected by cables to

instrumentation vans, which were located near the

middle and about 360 ft north of the array, for signal

tape recording. Two additional microphones located

near the western end of the array were connected

to a portable tape recorder for subjective noise stud-

Figure 4. Ground board microphoim installation and adjacent

4-ft-AGL microphone.

Experimental Procedure

The PTA airplane was flown to the range from

E1 Paso, TX for each test session. Before each ses-

sion, the ground array microphone systems were cal-

ibrated with pistonphone and electronic white noise



before being installed on ground boards or tripods.
Five minutes of ambient noise were then recorded.
All of the local weather stations were activated and

a rawinsonde balloon was released. The airplane was
scheduled to arrive just as the balloon cleared the

test area (about an hour after its release). Radar

located tile airplane on the western edge of the range
before the start of the first flight in each test session.

The C-band radar output was displayed on a plot-

ting board at the range control center and permitted

real-time monitoring of airplane position and speed.
An ideal ground track aligned with the microphone

array" was plotted on tile board before the airplane
arrived.

Ground flight controllers were in communication

with the airplane crew during each test session and

directed the pilot along tile desired track. The air-
plane made a series of west-to-east and east-to-west

flights over the array. Each flight was to be flown at

a constant speed, altitude, and propfan rotational
tip speed from the list. of nominal test conditions

shown in table 1. The table shows tile flight alti-
tudes above ground level; note that tile ground level

at the microphone array site is about 4800 ft above
mean sea level. After the airplane cleared tile test

area at the conclusion of each session, another raw-
insonde tmlloon was release.d, another 5-min ambient

noise recording was made, and the nficrophones were
rechecked with the pistonphone to measure calibra-

tkm drift. Data front the digital system were then

transferred to a computer workstation and briefly
analyzed to verify data quality and ensure that test

objectives were being met.

Table 1. Nominal Test Conditions

Flight Mach Tip speed,

series number ft/sec

1(10

2(10

30(I

4O0

500

60O

700

800

Altitude.

ft AGL

30 000 0.7

1500(l .7

15000 .5
!)0o0 .5

20OO .5

30 000 .77

300()0 .7
30 000 .7

800
800

800

800

800
840

700

620

The test program was focused primarily on the

flight series 100, 200, and 300 to develop a signifi-

cant database which reflected a reasonable range of
cruise conditions. A limited number of tests at lower

altitudes, the flight series 400 and 500, were added

to provide higher signal-to-noise ratio ground noise

6

measurements for assessment of propagation model
consistency. The flight series 600, 700, and 800 were

included to study the effect of variations in propfan

rotational tip speed on noise levels on the ground.

Eighty-eight passes were flown in eight test sessions
conducted on seven different day, s during an eleven-

day period from 3 April to 13 April 1989 (two sessions

on 6 April). Average actual flight conditions are sum-
marized in table 2. Sessions were conducted at dif-

ferent times on these days to provide different prop-

agation conditions. Odd numbers were assigned to
west-to-east flights over the array while even numbers

were assigned to east-to-west flights.

Table 2. Average Actual Te.st Conditions

Flight

series

1(}0

200
300

400

500
600

700

800

Altitude,

AGL number

30 700 0.706
15600 .700

15 500 .502

9 630 .501
2 360 .503

30900 .765

31 000 .7(}3
30800 .704

Math Tip speed,

fl/sec
817

820
820

821

822
S31

72O

668

Experimental Data Analysis

Radar and weather data. Radar data pro-
vided by WSMR at tile conclusion of testing was

in a Cartesian coordinate system referenced to a

point near the microphone array, and aligned with

local lines of latitude and longitude. A least-squares
lille was fitted to the surveyed positions of the

eight microt)hones comprising the linear ensemble-

averaging array. A new coordinate system wa,s then

defined with an axis along the line of microphones.
All radar data were transformed to tile new coor-

dinate system. Exanfination of radar data showed
only one flight with significant sideline deviation from

an ideal ground track over the micxophone array.
For the prediction procedure, the radar data were

then subsampled to generate smaller data files with

0.5-see sample spacing. Rawinsonde weather data

were also transformed to the new coordinate sys-

tem and atmospheric density profiles were calcu-

lated from pressure, temperature, and humidity. (See
ref. 8.) The weather data from before and after each

test session were then interpolated in time to provide

an estimate of the local weather for each flight.

Acoustic data. All of the ground-measured

acoustic data presented in this report are from the



microphonesysteminwhichananalog-to-digitalcon-
verterwaslocatedin themicrophonepowersupply.
Pistonphonedatawereprocessedfirst to determine
calibrationconstants.Flyoverdatasetswerethen
examinedforquality.Occasionallydigitizationfaults
werefoundanda methodwasdevisedfor quickly
eliminatingbaddata.A probabilitydensityfunction
of thederivativeof pressurewascalculated for each
record of acoustic data. Digitization faults showed

up as extreme outliers on the density functions and

were replaced with linear interpolations from adja-
cent valid data. The corrected data were then high-

pass filtered at a cutoff frequency of 80 Hz to reduce

wind noise contamination. A Chebyshev Type I low-

pass filter with ripple in the pass band was used; the
data were low-pass filtered in one direction, refiltered

in the opposite direction to linearize phase, and then

subtracted from the original data to yield a high-pass
effect.

Ensemble averaging. Radar data for each flight

were analyzed to determine the component of air-

plane velocity parallel to the microphone array. The
data from each channel were then retarded by a time

d(i- 1)
ti--

vii

for west-to-east flights or

d(8 - i)
t i --

vii

for east-to-west flights where ti is the retardation

time for the ith microphone, d is the microphone

spacing, i is the microphone number, and 'vii is the
speed of the airplane along the array. This has tile

effect of aligning the data records so that they form

an ensemble where each element represents a statisti-

cal sample of the same random process. (See ref. 9.)
After the microphone data were time-shifted, overall

sound pressure level (OASPL) versus time histories

were generated for each microphone by calculating a
0.5-see mean-square pressure every 0.5 sec. Finally,

the eight shifted OASPL time histories were aver-

aged together on a pressure-squared basis to form an
ensemble-averaged OASPL time history. As shown

in the example in figure 5, the ensemble average

exhibits less variability than the individual micro-

phone time histories and provides a better statistical

estimate of expected sound levels. Individual spec-
tra were also averaged in the same manner with levels

within each frequency band averaged on a pressure-

squared basis to form an ensemble-averaged spectral

time history. The averaged spectra were converted to

l/a-octave spectra, A-weighted, and integrated to cre-

ate an A-weighted ensemble-averaged OASPL time

history.

Ensemble statistics. The probability density

function of a spectral estimate expressed in terms of
squared pressure is chi-square with two degrees of

freedom when only Gaussian noise is present and the

product of the integration time and spectral band-
width is equal to one. If a single tone is contained in

the estimate along with Gaussian noise, the density

function becomes noncentral chi-square and again

has two degrees of freedom if the time-bandwidth

product is one. Additionally, spectral estimates in
nonoverlapping frequency bands are independent of
each other. The central linfit theorem states that

the density function of a sum of independent ran-
dom variables approaches a Gaussian function for

a large number of degrees of freedom. An OASPL
estimate can be written as the sum of all of the

spectral estinmtes contained in the pressure-squared
spectrum from a Fourier transform with the nmnber

of degrees of freedom given either by the number of

spectral bands in the spcctrmn or by the product

of the integration time and the spectral bandwidth.
Because the integration time for individual micro-

phone OASPL estimates was 0.5 sec and the band-

width is given by the Nyquist frequency of 1172 Hz,
the ensemble of eight OASPL estimates was assumed

to be approximately Gaussian distributed. Confi-

dence limits for a mean estinmte made by averaging
samples from a Gaussian distribution, such as the

ensemble estimate of OASPL, can then be calculated

from the sample mean and standard deviation using
the t distribution.

Experimental Data

Temporal variability of ground sound

levels. During flights of the PTA airplane in

Alabama in October 1987, fluctuations as great as
20 dBA were measured near the ground within peri-

ods of less than 3 sec while the propfan source level

remained relatively constant. (See ref. 3.) Thc mea-

surements were taken with a microphone mounted

4 ft (1.2 m) above the ground. Those flight con-
ditions approximately corresponded with the flight

series 100 (30 000 ft AGL, Mach 0.7) of this test pro-
gram. The OASPL time histories from each micro-

phone of each flight in the series 100 were scanned to

find the greatest fluctuation during any 3-see period
in the difference between the maximum and mini-

mum OASPL. Examination of data from the micro-

phone mounted 4 ft above the ground shows a max-
imum fluctuation of more than 18 dB. Data from

the microphones mounted on ground boards have a

7
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Figure 5. Example of ensemble-averaged results.

maximum fluctuation of nearly 26 dB. The ensemble

averages of the eight microphones show much less
variability. The greatest fluctuation in the ensemble

average of any flight in series 100 is about 9 dB.

The OASPL time histories were then trend

corrected to eliminate the effect of the generally

increasing and then decreasing sound level from air-
craft flyovers. This procedure left only fluctuations

about the general shapes of the OASPL time histo-

ries. For the flight series 100, trend-corrected data

from the microphone mounted 4 ft above the ground
show a maximum fluctuation of less than 12 dB while

trend-corrected data from the microphones mounted

on ground boards have a maximum fluctuation of

less than 16 dB. The greatest fluctuation in the

trend-corrected ensemble average of any flight in the
series 100 is about 6 dB. Trend-correction of the

data indicates that the very large observed fluctua-

tions were the result, in part, of smaller fluctuations

superimposed on generally rising or falling levels.
The maximum fluctuation observed among all trend-

corrected OASPL time histories within each flight

Table 3. Maximum Fluctuation of Trend-Corrected Data

Maximum OASPL fluctuation, dB, for

Flight Ground 4-ft-AGL Ensemble

series microphones microphone average

100

200

300

400

500
600

700

800

15.9

13.7

18.4

13.8

28.0

14.0

12.3

15.5

11.5

12.0

14.7

14.2

11.2

13.0

12.2

12.0

6.2

8.4
6.6

5.8

16.3
4.1

4.4

5.1

series are summarized in table 3 for the set of eight

ground-mounted microphones, the 4-ft-AGL micro-

phone, and the ensemble average of the eight ground

microphones. The average fluctuation of OASPL is
somewhat lower than these tabular values but there

is still a great deal of sound level variability during

relatively short time periods. Turbulence measure-

ments were made during the flight tests to determine
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Table 4. Peak Ground-Measured, Ensemble-Averaged OASPL

Overflight

data

parameters

Test

session

3 April Average peak, dB .....

or, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

4 April Average peak, dB .....

(r, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

5 April Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

6 April Average peak, dB .....

morning a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

6 April Average peak, dB .....

afternoon a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

7 April Average peak, dB .....

or, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

8 April

11 April

13 April

14 April

Summary

Average peak, dB .....

er, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, dB ..... 67.8

or, dB .......... 1.9

No. of flights ....... 3

Average peak, dB ..... 72.2

a, dB .......... 0.8

No. of flights ....... 4

Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, dB ..... 68.2

or, dB .......... 2.8

No. of flights ....... 21

Maximum, dB ...... 73.4

Nlinimum, dB ...... 59.7

Overflight data for flight series, altitude (ft AGL), and Maeh number of--

100 200 300 400 500

30 000 15 000 15 000 9000 2000

0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5

60.8 75.0 72.2

1.2 1.5 0.6

2 2 2

69.0 72.6

0.6 0.5

4 2

60.7 67.7 70.7

0.2 1.0 0.9

4 4 4

65.1 69.7 70.2 92.4

0.8 0.8 0.2 0.7

4 4 3 2

75.0 74.7 80.8 94.3

1.3 0.1 0.3

3 2 4 1

74.4

0.7

11

600 700 800

30 000 30 000 30 000

0.77 0.7 0.7

68.7 65.5 65.4

1.0 0.8 0.4

4 4 3

74.3 74.3

1.4

4 1

72.8 73.4 80.8 93.1

2.2 1.4 0.3 1.1

19 23 4 3

76.4 75.4 81.1 94.3

65.8 69.8 80.4 91.8

69.5 66.6 70.5

0.1 1.3

1 2 2

68.9 65.9 68.2

0.9 0.8 2.3

5 6 5

70.0 66.6 71.4

67.4 64.2 65.0

if different sound fluctuation levels correlated with

different turbulence levels however, no clear relation-

ship between sound fluctuation and turbulence was

found.

Ensemble-averaged peak ground levels. A

summary of the ground-measured experimental data

is shown in table 4 for each test session and flight

condition. For each overflight, the maximum or peak

OASPL was determined from the ensemble-averaged

OASPL time history. The peak OASPL values for a

particular test condition or flight series from a single

test session were then averaged on a pressure-squared

basis. The standard deviation a was also determined

on a pressure-squared basis; only the positive devia-

tion was entered in the table after conversion to deci-

bels. The number of flights included in each calcu-

lation of average OASPL and standard deviation is

also shown. For each flight series, the summary data

shown at the bottom of the table were also calcu-

lated on a pressure-squared basis. Eighty-six of the

eighty-eight flights are represented in the table. Data

from only two flights were rejected: one because the

ground track showed that the sideline distance was

9



too great for acceptability and the other because a

power failure occurred at the ground microphone site
just before the airplane passed overhead.

Ensemble-averaged peak level variability.

One of the most significant characteristics of the

data shown in table 4 is the relatively large variation
of sound pressure levels in the summary data con>

pared with the data for individual test sessions. The

standard deviation for all of the series-100 (30000 ft

AGL, Mach 0.7) data is +2.8 dB (or -10.2 dB) while
the largest for any one test session of that series

is +1.9 dB (or -3.5 dB) with even smaller devia-
tions for other test sessions. The peak OASPL data

for all of series 100 spanned a range of more than

13 dB while tile greatest range for a single session of

this series was about 4 dB on 11 April. The same
pattern recurs for the other flight series. All of the

flights in any one test session occurred in less than

two hours on tile same day. The anlbient weather

conditions and, hence, tile acoustic propagation con-
ditions changed w,ry little during a single test ses-

sion. However, propagation conditions changed dra-
matically in some cases from one day to the next.

On 3 April and 5 April the average ground-measured

OASPL of flight series 100 was nearly identical while

aw'rage levels on 4 April were more than 8 dB higher.

Two test sessions were conducted on 6 Aprih

one early in the morning and the other from late

morning to early in the afternoon. Aw_rage sound

t)rcssure h, vels of flight series 200 (15000 ft AGL,
Maeh 0.7) and series 300 (15000 ft AGL, Math 0.5)

were nearly identical in tile morning session. Average
levels of these series were also nearly identical in

the afternoon session but about 5 dB higher than

in the morning session. The level for the single

flight of the series 500 (2000 ft AGL, Mach (I.5) in
the afternoon session exceeded the levels for both

flights from that series in the Inorning session but by

a smaller nmrgin, probably, because of the shorter

t)rot)agation path length for this series. Although
the differences were small, levels from flights of tile

series 600, 700, and 800 (30000 ft AGL, Mach 0.7)

conducted on 14 April tended to be higher than those
on 7 April.

The pattern of sound pressure levels from one test

session being higher or lower than those from another

session across all flight series was not consistent
for the entire test matrix. Between 3 April and

13 April, average levels of fight series 100 went

up dramatically, those of fight series 300 went up
slightly, and those of flight series 200 went down very

slightly. Also, between 5 April and the morning of
6 April, average levels of flight series 100 went up

about 4 dB, those of fight series 200 went up about

2 dB, and those of flight series 300 went down less
than 1 dB.

Ensemble-averaged peak level trends. As

would be expected, ground sound pressure levels of

the fight series 500 (2000 ft AGL, Mach 0.5) were the

highest followed by those of tile series 400 (9000 ft
AGL, Mach 0.5) and the series 300 (15000 ft AGL,

Mach 0.5). All of these flights were at the same nom-

inal Mach number and propeller rotational tip speed

but at different altitudes. The expected levels of the
flight series 200, at a nominal Mach 0.7 should have

been higher than those of the series 300 at Maeh 0.5

with all other flight conditions tile same; however,

the average of all flight series 200 was slightly lower.
For some test sessions, the average ground sound lev-

els of the flight series 200 were marginally higher
but for others they were lower. There were two

clays ill which there were flights of one series but

not tile other. Of particular note are the 11 flights

of series 300 on 8 April for which the average level
exceeded the summary average possibly because of

different propagation conditions. These were the

only flights conducted on that clay' and account for
nearly half of all fights of that series. If these values

are removed from the series-300 summary average,
the average decreases to 72.2 dB, which is lower than

the average of all of the flight series 200, and the
standard deviation increases to 1.7 dB.

The average source sound pressure level of flight

series 200, as recorded from the boom microphone
positioned in the plane of the propeller and provided

by LeRC, was 1.4 dB higher than tile average source
level of flight series 300. The additional difference

between ground-measured levels of flight series 200

and series 300 might be due to the higher forward

speed of the flight series 200. If the peak levels
observed on the ground were caused by propfan

s(mnd emitted in the forward direction, then higher

frequencies wouht be obserw_d for flight series 200

than for flight series 300 because of greater Doppler
shifting. The greater atmospheric absorption at

higher frequencies would tend to reduce levels of the

flight series 200 more than the series 300 and bring
average ground-measured levels of the two series

closer together.

Tile average ground sound pressure level of the

flight series 600 was only slightly higher than the
series 100 even though tile nominal propeller rota-

tional tip speed was 5 percent higher. Table 4 shows
average actual test conditions derived from radar

tracking data and PTA onboard instrumentation.

The actual propfan rotational tip speed was lower

than the nominal value for the flight series 600 but

was higher than the nominal value for all other flight
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series.Examinationof data fromthe boommicro-
phonerevealsthat theslightlyhigherpropellerrota-
tionaltip speedoftheseries600did notsignificantly
increasethe propfansourcenoiselevels.Theaver-
agegroundlevelof theseries700waslowerthanthe
series600becausethe lowertip speedreducedthe
propfansourcenoiselevels.

Counter to what might be expected from the

operating conditions, the average ground sound pres-
sure level of the flight series 800 was higher than

the series 700 and nearly as high as the series 600.

A possible explanation is that propeller helical tip

speed and propeller power are more important in
determination of source noise than propeller rota-

tional tip speed. Because the forward speed of

the flight series 800 was the same as the forward

speed of the series 700, the helical tip speed was
reduced by a smaller proportion than rotational

tip speed. At the same time, the propfan blade

angle of attack was increased to maintain thrust
which increased the power. Boom microphone lev-
els indicate that the source sound level remained

about the same while the blade passage frequency

decreased. The reduced source frequency in turn

reduced atmospheric absorption; as a result, mea-

sured ground sound levels of the flight series 800 were

higher than the series 700.

Ensemble-averaged peak A-weighted ground

levels. A summary of A-weighted ground-measured

experimental data is shown in table 5 for each

test session and flight condition. For each over-

flight, the maximum or peak A-weighted OASPL was
determined from the A-weighted, ensemble-averaged

OASPL time history. The peak values for a par-
ticular test condition or flight series from a single

test session were then averaged on a pressure-squared
basis. The standard deviation a was also determined

on a pressure-squared basis but only the positive de-
viation was entered in the table after conversion to

decibels. The average peak level of 61.1 dBA for the

flight series 100 is in good agreement with previous
tests of the PTA airplane in Alabama in October

1987 where the peak level approached 60 dBA for

similar flight conditions. (See ref. 3.)

Patterns of peak sound pressure level variability

are very similar to the unweighted data but trends

in peak levels are slightly shifted by the weighting
method. The A-weighting correction function peaks

in the 2500-Hz, 1/a-octave band and decreases for

lower frequencies. (See ref. 10.) The predominant

component of propfan noise on the ground is the

energy in the Doppler-shifted first harmonic of the
blade passage frequency. If the frequency of the
first harmonic is lowered, either by a decrease in the

Doppler shift or a reduction in the blade passage

frequency, the A-weighted level is reduced. The
average A-weighted level for the flight series 200 is
6.8 dB lower than the unweighted level; the average

A-weighted level for the series 300 is 8.0 dB lower
than the unweighted level. Similarly, the average

A-weighted level for the series 600 is 7.4 dB lower

than the unweighted level; the average A-weighted
level for the series 800 is 8.4 dB lower than the

unweighted level.

Prediction Methods

Source Modeling

Directional pattern. An accurate map of the

propfan sourcc noise directional pattern is neces-

sary for prediction of a ground OASPL time history.

In-flight measurements of source noise were made at a
variety of azimuthal and elevation angles during the

en route noise test. (See ref. 6.) An interpolation
method was required to give more finely spaced esti-
mates of source sound level as a function of emission

angle so that ground sound level predictions could
be made for reception times that did not correspond

to in-flight-measured emission angles. In preliminary
analyses of these data (refs. 11 13), the NASA Air-

craft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP) was used

to make source directional predictions that were then

adjusted to correspond to in-flight-measured levels.
For this paper, the Advanced Sul)sonic and Super-

sonic Propeller Induced Noise (ASSPIN) program

(ref. 14), which is based on the method of Dunn

and Fara_ssat (ref. 15), was used to predict the source
directivity for ret)resentative flight conditions of each

of the flight series 100, 200, and 300. Level pre-
dictions were made for the first, second, and third

blade passage harmonics at 25 elevation angles from

an azimuth of 0 ° directly beneath the airplane. The

propfan source directional pattern was assumed to
be axisymmetric over the narrow range of azimuthal

angles expected to be important for flights ahnost

directly above the ground microphone array.

Predicted level adjustment. The left-hand

plot in figure 6(a) shows measured and predicted
far-field sound pressure level of the fundamental

blade frequency for the in-flight series 100 tests.

The received angle refers to the relative elevation

angle between a source (the PTA airplane) and

receiver (the Learjet) that are not moving with
respect to each other. The only measure of source

level variability between different flights over the

ground microphones was provided by the microphone
mounted in the boom on the PTA airplane. A

method was needed to adjust the predicted levels to
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Table 5. Peak A-Weighted, Ground-Measured, Ensemble-Averaged OASPL

Test

session

3 April

4 April

5 April

6 April

morning

6 April

afternoon

7 April

8 April

11 April

13 April

14 April

S lntllllary

Overflight

data

parameters

Average peak, dBA ....

a, dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, dBA ....

a, dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, dBA ....

a, dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, dBA ....

dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, ElBA ....

or, dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, dBA ....

a, dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, dBA ....

or, dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, ([BA ....

a, dBA .........

No. (,f flights .......

Average peak, dBA ....

a, dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Av('rage peak, dBA ....

a. dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Average peak, dBA ....

or, dBA .........

No. of flights .......

Maximum, dBA .....

Minimum, dBA ......

Overflight data for flight series, altitude (ff AGL), and Maeh number of

100 200 300 400 500

30 000 15 000 15 000 9000 2000

0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5

53.4 68.4 64.8

0.5 1.5 1.4

2 2 2

62.1 66.1

0.7 0.5

4 2

53.4 60.6 62.1

0.2 1.3 0.8

4 4 ,1

57.7 63.0 61.6 86.3

0.4 0.8 0.2 0.5

4 4 3 2

67.9 66.9 72.9 88.3

1.7 1.0 0.8

3 2 4 1

60.9

2.1

3

65.1

0.7

4

66.5

0.8

11

67.6 65.8

1.5

4 1

I

600 700 800

30 000 30 000 30 000

0.77 0.7 0.7

61.0 57.9 57.5

1.7 1.2 1.3

,1 4 3

61.1 66,0 65.4 72.9 87.1

2.8 2.3 1.6 0.8 1.1

21 19 23 ,1 3

66.0 69.8 68.1 73.9 88.3

53.0 57.6 61.3 71.9 85.9

62.8 58.,1 61.9

0.5 1.2

1 2 2

61.5 58.1 59.8

1.6 1.0 2.2

5 6 5

63.4 59.6 62.8

59.4 56.4 56.4

provide a smooth interpolation between levels mea-

sured during the in-flight tests yet account for flight-

to-flight variations in average source level measured

by the microt)hone mounted in the boom. It was

assumed that the predicted source directional pat-

tern of each flight series would be used but that

the level of the pattern would be adjusted to equal

the far-field in-flight-measured value at the emission

angle of the greatest OASPL. Also, the source level

for each flight would be further adjusted to account

for the difference between the boom microphone inca-

12

surement of that flight and the boom nficrophone

measurement of the in-flight test of that series.

These assumptions lead to a correction equation
of the form

SPL_,,.0 = SPLp,r0 + (SPLm. b - k)

in which SPLs,rO is the adjusted level to be used as

the source level estimate for a particular flight at

some distance and elevation angle from the propfan,
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Figure 6. Comparison of measured and predicted source

direet ivity.

SPLp,rO is the predicted level at a corresponding

distance and elevation angle for the flight series,

SPLm, b is the average level measured at the boom

microphone for that particular flight, and k is a scale

factor for the flight series. The scale factor for a flight

series is given by

k = SPLm, B + (SPLp,Re - SPLm,Re )

in which SPLm,B is the average level measured at the

boom microphone during in-flight tests for a flight

series, SPLm,RO is the level measured at a particular

distance and elevation angle during in-flight tests for

a flight series, and SPLp,Re is the level predicted for

the corresponding distance and elevation angle for

that flight series. The right-hand plot in figure 6(a)

shows the measured and predicted far-field sound

pressure level after adjusting the prediction. Similar

plots for the series 200 and 300 appear in figures 6(b)

and 6(c).

Coordinate transformation. Both predictions

and measurements of in-flight source directional pat-

terns were made in a coordinate system fixed with

respect to the noise source; the source and receiver

were fixed with respect to each other and the atmo-

sphere was moving at the flight speed of the airplane.

In the propagation model described below, the coor-

dinate system is fixed with respect to an observer

on the ground; the source and receiver are moving

forward at the flight speed and the atmosphere in

the absence of winds is stationary. The propagation

model requires that the sound level as a function of

emission angle (or wave normal direction) be refer-

enced to a fixed radius from the source. The relation-

ship between the source-receiver angle and acoustic

emission angle for in-flight measurements can be seen

in figure 7. The position of source and receiver at

the time of emission are shown at the left; their posi-

tions at the time of reception are shown at the right.

The coordinate transformation between emission and

reception angles is given by

cos (t = AI sin 2 0 + cos 0V/1 -/_I 2 sin 2 0

in which c_ is the wave normal (or acoustic emis-

sion) angle and 0 is the angle between the source

and receiver as they move in parallel during flight.

Spreading loss is determined by the ratio of ray tube

cross-sectional areas at the beginning and end of each

ray. In the absence of refractive effects, the cross-

sectional area ratio can be simply expressed as the

ratio of the squares of the propagation distances.

If the source sound pressure levels are to be refer-

enced to a fixed source radius given by the distance
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between the source and observer, the source levels

must be adjusted to account for the propagation dis-

tance (fig. 7), which varies with the angle. The

adjustment for the varying propagation distance is

given by

R

r 1 - M 2

M cos0+ x/1-M 2 sin 2 0

in which R is the acoustic propagation distance and
r is the fixed distance between source and receiver as

they move together. The effect of these two trans-

formations on the directional pattern can be seen in

figure 6 where the left-hand plot is in the source-
receiver coordinate system and the right-hand plot is

in the ground-fixed coordinate system referenced to a
fixed source radius. The directional pattern is shifted

forward by the transformation so that the peak sound
is emitted in the forward direction.

Source at Source at

lime of emission time of reception

Receiver at _eceiver at

time of emission

h.,.._
n,--'-

time of reception

[:iglll'e 7. Wransforlllation fronl r¢'c('pt io_i t,o emission

,'(_t_['t[illat es.

Propagation Modeling

Ray tracing. The choice of tile t)ropagation
nto(tel depended upon tile characteristics of the

atmost)here and airplane as well _s tile goal to make

temporal colnparisons between measured and pre-

dicted ground noise levels. Operation of the airplane
at high altitudes representative of normal cruise con-

ditions meant that any overflight could potentially

be affected by high winds moving in nearly any direc-

tion. The propfan on the PTA airplane emits highly

directional periodic impulsive noise where the fun-
damental blade frequency has relatively short wave-

lengths. A comparison between measured and pre-

dicted time histories of groun<t noise levels directly

on a synchronized time scale would be useful. Ray
acoustics explicitly account for sound convection by

winds, nonisotropic source directivity, and propaga-

tion time by tracing a curved line associated with a

particular starting point on a wavefront. The method
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of using a wave slowness vector, as delineated by

Pierce (ref. 16), to describe the effect of wind on a ray

path also proved useful in the calculation of a fluid
frequency for absorption calculations. The slowness

vector is defined as the gradient of the wavefront at

the location of a ray and can be written as

g_
c+t_.fi

in which fi is the wave front unit normal, c is the

sound speed, and N is the wind velocity vector.

Atmosphere. The atmosphere was assumed to

be horizontally stratified with no vertical compo-
nent of wind; both wind velocity and sound speed

were assumed to bc fimctions of altitude only. This

greatly simplified integration of the ray-tracing equa-
tions. All measured atmospheric parameters as well

as the calculated density were assumed to vary lin-

early between tile altitudes at which they were mea-

sured. The square of the sound speed was deter-
mined from both temperature and humidity. Because

temperature is the predominant factor in tile speed
of sound calculation, the square of the sound speed

was assumed to vary linearly between the altitudes

at which the temperature was measured.

Absorption. Derivation of the linear acous-

tic wave equation neglects viscous dissipative forces.
This leads to a conservative equation that ignores

frequency dependent losses inherent in a real atmo-

sphere. The loss model adopted for this propagation

model is based on the ANSI standard (ref. 17), but
is different in some respects. The new equations pro-

posed by Bass, SutherlalM, and Zuckerwar (ref. 18)

for the relaxation frequencies of oxygen and nitrogen
were used in place of those appearing in the standard.

The relaxation frequency equations require the satu-

ration vapor pressure ratio. For temperatures higher

than -40°F, the equation of Goff and Gratch was
used to determine the pressure ratio. (The equation

of Goff and Gratch appears in the ANSI standard

document but is not part of the standard.) For ten>

peratures lower than -40°F, the equation of Antoine,

suggeste(t by Sutherland (ref. 19), was used.

The work of Roy (ref. 20) was used to define a

frequency invariant

f]-
1 -g.g

that remains constant along a rw in which f,_ is a

frequency enfitted by the airplane, fl is the invariant

frequency associated with that emitted frequency,
{r is the velocity of the airplane, and g is the wave



slownessvector.Thefrequencyat whichthesound
waveexcitesa movingparticleof air isgivenby

fa = f/(1 - _-_')

in which _ is the wind velocity vector associated
with that air particle. This frequency fa is used

to calculate absorption. The frequency measured

by a microphone at a fixed point on the ground

is just the invariant fl. Absorption calculations

require integration along tile ray tube to deternline
the cumulative effect; however, the propagation dis-

tance used for absorption was not the same as the ray

length. The propagation distance for absorption was

determined from tile ray path by subtracting wind
convection.

Integration and convergence. Tile assump-
tion of a stratified atmosphere greatly simplified

integration of the ray-tracing equations by reduc-

ing them to three independent first-order differcn-

tim equations: two for mutually pcrpcndicular hor-
izontal directions and one for tinle. The equations

within each layer were nonlinear in the independent

variable of altitude and a Gauss-Legendre numerical

method was used to integrate each layer in sequence
from the beginning of a ray. For each combination

of source and receiver, three closely spaced rays were
launched from the source at an initial estimate of the

desired emission angles. Only the equations for the

two horizontal directions were integrated. The vary-

ing amounts by which the rays missed tile intended
target were used to correct the initial lmlnch angles

by a two-dimensional secant method. The procedure

was repeated until either a ray landed within 0.5 fl of
the receiver, more than 100 iterations occurred with-

out convergence, or a ray reversed direction before

reaching the ground. When a ray converged on the

receiver, three final rays were launched. One of
the rays was integrated to determine absorption and

propagation time and the other two were used to cal-

culate ray tube area and wave front curvature at the
receiver.

Blokhintsev invariant. According to Pierce

(ref. 16), conservation of wave action requires that
the Blokhintsev invariant

p2i_ + ciliA

(1 - _. g) pc2

remain constant along an infinitesimal ray tube; by

definition, p is the acoustic pressure amplitude, t_ is

the wind velocity vector, c is the sound speed, fi is
the wave front unit normal, A is the ray tube area,

D"is the wave slowness vector, and p is the air density.

In the absence of absorption from viscous effects, the

acoustic pressure Pl at the end of an infinitesimal

ray tube can be written in terms of the acoustic

pressure P0 at the beginning and the atmospheric
conditions at either end of the tube as

2 [Ao _[plcl _ [l&0 + c0_01(1 - ,7;1" 81)Cl ]

The first term in brackets on the right repre-

sents spreading loss if the ray tube area increases.

The second term represents the familiar character-

istic impedance correction. Tile third term is the
Blokhintsev correction that is necessary to account

for variations ill the dynatnic interactkm of propa-

gating waves with a moving mediuni. All three of
these terlns are included in received sound pressure

level calculations which require only a knowledge of

cotldit.ions at either end of a ray tube and involve no

integration along the tube beyond what is needed to
define the ray tube itself.

Ground effects. The ground is niodeled as a

fiat surface with coniplex inipedance. The nietho(t
of Chien and Soroka (ref. 21) was used to deter-

mine the sound level above an impedance plane

for all incident spherical wave. The correction for

partial signal coherence suggested by Pao, Wenzel,
and Oncley (ref. 22) was included and the empir-

ical relations (if Bies (ref. 23) were used to calcu-

late the ground inlpe(tance from an estimate of the
ground flow resistance. A ground flow resistance

of 1000 (sluglft:_)Isec (515000 (kgtn,a)/sec) was _s-

sumed to bc representative of the har(t t)acked dirt

road surface on which the microphones were placed.
The model of Chien and Soroka a_ssumes a straight

line propagation from source to receiver on both di-

rect and reflected paths and its equations are writ-
ten ill terms of path length and iImi(hmt angle. Ray

tracing yiehts curved propagation paths and wave

front curvature that is not a function only of prop-

agation distance. The Chien and Soroka equations
were rewritten ill terms of wave front curvature and

incident angle at the location of the receiver.

Prediction

Procedure. The procedure for predicting en route

noise levels on the ground was contained within
a computer program developed specifcally for the

en route noise test. The radar, weather, and adjusted

source sound pressure level data files for each flight

were read. For each source position in the radar data,
a search was made to find a ray that would intercept

tile receiver position of the first microphone of the

ground array. Propagation losses were determined
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Table 6. Peak Predicted Ground OASPL

Overflight

data

parameters

Test

session

3 April Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

4 April Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

5 April Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

6 April Average peak, dB .....

morning a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

6 April Average peak, dB .....

afternoon or, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

7 April Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

8 April Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

11 April Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

13 April Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

14 April Average peak, dB .....

cr, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

Summary Average peak, dB .....

a, dB ..........

No. of flights .......

Maximum, dB ......

Minimum, dB ......

Overflight data for flight series, altitude (ft AGL), and Math number o_

100 200 300

30 000 15 000 15 000

0.7 0.7 0.5

64.4 74.3 76.1

O.3 O.7 0.1

2 2 2

66.8 75.7

0.7 0.8

4 2

63.9 70.6 73.1

0.4 0.7 0.2

4 4 4

63.2 71.4 74.5

0.4 0.6 0.2

4 4 3

73.7 75.0

0.2 0.2

3 2

400 500 600 700 800

9000 2000 30 000 30 000 30 000

0.5 0.5 0.77 0.7 0.7

76.2

0.2

11

69.2

0.6

3

69.,1 74.3 75.1

0.2 (1.4

4 4 1

66.9 73.3 75.4

2.0 1.5 0.9

21 19 23

69.8 76.3 76.5

62.8 69.9 73.0

for each blade passage harmonic of a ray reaching

the receiver. The adjusted directional pattern of

the source was interpolated to find the source level

for each harmonic of the blade passage frequency at

the emission angle of the ray. Propagation effects

were then added to get reception levels. For each

ray, the emission position, angles, and time; reception

angles and time; and the propagation effects of

spreading loss, characteristic impedance correction,

and Blokhintsev correction were recorded. The

source level, atmospheric absorption, ground effect,

16

and reception level of each harmonic were also

recorded for each ray.

Results. The predicted peak overall sound pres-

sure levels on the ground is smnmarizcd in table 6 by

test session and flight condition. All averages were

calculated on a pressure-squared basis and only the

positive standard deviations were entered in the ta-

ble after conversion to decibels. The predicted lev-

els include contributions of the first three harmon-

ics of the blade passage frequency; note that the



fundamentalfrequencydominates.In everypredic-
tion, the singlegreatestpropagationeffecton peak
levelwasthat of spreadingloss.Sourcelevelswere
referencedto a distanceof 1 ft sopredictedspread-
inglosseswereapproximately91dBfor theflight se-
ries100(30000ft AGL,Mach0.7)and84dBforboth
of theflightseries200(15000ft AGL,Mach0.7)and
series300(15000ft AGL, Mach0.5). Predicted
atmosphericabsorptionof the fundamentaltone
averagedapproximately15dB for flight series100,
10dB for flight series200,and8 dB for flight se-
ries300.Thegroundeffectaddedjust under6 dB
for everyprediction. The predictedcharacteristic
impedancecorrectionaddednearly5 dB for flight
series100andjust over2 dB for flight series200

and 300. The Blokhintsev correction was the smallest

in magnitude and averaged to zero because upwind

and downwind flights were generally paired.

Variations of predicted peak ground sound pres-

sure levels between flights resulted primarily from

variations in atmospheric absorption of the funda-

mental tone. The range of variations was about 7 dB

between the largest and smallest absorption contri-

butions to peak levels for the flight series 100, 3.5 dB

for the series 200, and 2 dB for the series 300. Source

level variations between flights also accounted for a

significant proportion of the variation in predicted

peak ground levels. The variation in the source level

of the fundamental was about 4 dB for the flight

series 100 and 200 and about 2 dB for the flight

series 300. Variation of spreading loss between flights

was only about 0.5 dB for all of the flight series.

Although winds at the flight altitude approached

125 ft/sec during some flights, the Blokhintsev cor-

rection tended to contribute very little to predicted

peak levels because of the steep propagation angle.

However, the variation of the Blokhintsev correction

between flights of the series 100 was about 0.5 dB,

which is on the order of the spreading loss varia-

tion. Predicted characteristic impedance corrections

and ground effects did not vary significantly between

flights within any of the flight series.

Prediction Sensitivity

Source model. Predictions of noise levels on

the ground depend on the validity of the source and

propagation models as well as parameters used by

those models. The source model accounts for tile

complex interaction between a finite element struc-

tural analysis code, an aerodynamics code based on

an Euler equation, and an acoustics code based on

the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation without the

quadrupole term. (See ref. 15.) The effect of small

changes in model parameters on either source levels

or directional patterns is not known; however, source

level predictions were adjusted to match far-field val-

ues measured during the in-flight test phase and were

varied in response to average boom microphone lev-

els measured between flights during the ground mea-

surement phase. Bias or variability in those boom

microphone level measurements are directly reflected

in the predicted levels at the ground. A limited nun>

ber of tests were selected from the ground measure-

ment phase to examine the temporal variability of

boom microphone spectra. Spectra were calculated

with the same 0.5-sec integration time that was used

for analysis of ground measurements. The mininmm,

average, and maximum sound pressure levels of the

fimdamental blade passage frequency for each of the

individual flights are shown in table 7.

Table 7. Boom Microphone Sound Pressure Level Variability

Flight

number

104

109

112

118

206

209

214

215

303

3O5

306

319

Minimum

SPL, dB

136.0

139.7

138.8

138.8

135.6

135.3

135.5

134.6

136.2

136.0

136.3

136.6

Average

SPL, dB

139.4

140.6

140.1

139.9

138.4

138.0

138.2

138.4

137.0

136.7

136.9

137.1

Maximum

SPL, dB

141.4

141.4

141.1

140.7

139.8

140.3

139.6

140.1

137.6

137.2

137.4

137.7

The greatest variability is observed in the flight

series 200 with a range of levels approaching 5 dB

on average. The boom sound pressure levels for the

flight series 100 range over about 3 dB on average;

the levels of the flight series 300 vary by only about

1 (lB. Because atmospheric absorption is a strong

fimction of frequency and plays such a significant

role in determining sound levels at the ground, the

temporal stability of the blade passage frequency

is also of interest. The minimum, average, and

maximum blade passagc frequency for each of the

individual flights are shown in table 8. The greatest

variability is again observed in the flight series 200

with a range of frequencies approaching 5 Hz on

average. The frequency range for the flight series 100

is about 2 Hz on average; the frequency of the flight

series 300 varies by less than 1 Hz.

Propagation model. The propagation model

uses three-dimensional ray tracing through a layered
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Table8. BoomMicrophoneSoundFrequencyVariability

Flight
ntllllber

104

109

112

118

206

209

214

215

303

305

306

319

Minimum

fequency, Hz

229.4

230.0

228.8

229.8

229.1

229.3

229.8

229.8

231.5

231.-1

231.4

231.3

Average

frequency, Hz

230.8

230.8

230.1

230.9

231.0

231.6

232.6

232.6

231.9

231.8

231.8

231.8

Maximum

frequency, Hz

231.5

231.5

231.3

231.7

233.2

234.4

234.9

234.7

232.1

232.1

232.1

232.3

atmosphere coupled with an absorption mechanism

and a ground interaction model. The weather data

required for calculating refraction effects, character-

istic impedance corrections, Blokhintsev corrections,

and absorption include temperature, humidity, pres-

sure. density, and wind velocity. Determination of

a predicted peak ground OASPL from this propaga-

tion model includes the interaction between refrac-

tive effects and absorption effects, which are compli-

cated nonlinear functions integrated over a number

of atmospheric layers. The effect of small changes

in model parameters caxmot be simply determined

analytically. To estimate the magnitude of uncer-

tainties in predicted levels because of uncertainties

in weather and airplane parameters, a very simple

bounding approach was used. Rawinsonde instru-

mentatkm reliability estimates from reference 7 were

used to place upper and lower bounds on measured

weather data. The ground flow resistance was arbi-

trarily assumed to be reliable within a factor of ten

of tim assumed nominal value of 1000 (shlg/fta)/sec.

Parametric study. The source levels and fie-

quencies for each flight in a flight series were assumed

to vary from noufinal values. The variations wcrc

equal to the average variation for the representative

flights from that series and are shown in tables 7

and 8. The ray-tracing program was then run

repeatedly to dcternfine the combination of upper or

lower measurement uncertainty bounds for each pro-

file or parameter that gave the greatest increase or

decrease in predicted peak OASPL. This procedure

does not provide the highest peak OASPL predic-

tions that are possible but it does give an estimate of

the magnitude and source of prediction uncertainty.

The greatest predicted uncertainty occurred for the

flight series 200 (15000 ft AGL, Mach 0.7) where

the range of predictions (i.e., the greatest prediction

minus the least prediction) for an individual flight

was as low as 6 dB in one case and as high as 8 dB

in another. The range of predictions for individ-

ual flights varied from 5 dB to 7 dB for the flight

series 100 (30000 ft AGL, Mach 0.7) but only from

2 dB to 4 dB for the series 300 (15000 ft AGL,

Mach 0.5).

The greatest contributor to uncertainty in pre-

dicted peak levels is the variability of source levels

measured by the boom microphone. Atmospheric

absorption and ground effects contribute to a lesser

degree. Absorption uncertainty is caused by a combi-

imtion of source frequency variability and humidity

measurement inaccuracy, particularly at very high

altitudes where the temperature drops below -40°F.

For this reason, absorption uncertainty is roughly

2 dB for flights at 30 000 ft AGL and about 1 dB for

flights at 15 000 ft AGL. The uncertainty of approx-

imately 1 dB from the ground effect is large because

the assumed range of ground flow resistance is two

orders of magnitude, which reflects a lack of confi-

dence in the nominal value assumed for this parame-

ter. Spreading loss, the characteristic impedance cor-

rection, and the Blokhintsev correction are relatively

unaffected by changes in either source or atmospheric

characteristics within the ranges assumed.

Two significant factors ignored in this paramet-

ric study are the directional pattern of the source

and the weather variability exclusive of measurement

accuracy. The emission angles corresponding to the

predicted peak ground levels fell within the range

of 72 ° 76 ° for flight series 100, 670-76 ° for series 200,

and 75 ° 78 ° for series 300. Examination of the source

level versus emission angle plots at the right of fig-

ure 6 shows that these emission angles correspond

to a range of angles for which the adjusted source

predictions appear to be ill close agreement with the

measured data. The accuracy of weather data is more

difficult to assess. Rawinsondes provide weather data

only for the times and positions described by a rising

and drifting balloon. Local weather for each flight

was estimated by interpolating data from balloon

releases before and after each test session but the

probable temporal and spatial limits on the variabil-

ity of these data are unknown. The potential error

introduced by this uncertainty probably exceeds that

of instrumentation reliability.

Comparison of Data With Predictions

Temporal Evolution of Received Sound

OASPL versus time. Because a propeller air-

plane flies at essentially constant conditions, the
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sound level at a fixed spot on the ground beneath
the flight path rises to some peak level and then falls

while the frequencies of the propeller tonal harmon-

ics have Doppler shifts from above to below their

unshifted values. When comparing tile predicted
and measured sound levels, these two features of tile

received sound will be considered separately. Pre-
dicted and measured OASPL time curves for six

overflights are shown in figure 8. In each [)lot, tile

three relatively smooth curves are the lower bound,

nominal, and upper bound predictions based on

the best estimates of source, weather, and ground
parameters along with their assumed errors ms dis-

cussed before. The three jagged curves are the lower

80-percent confidence bound, average, and upper
80-percent confidence bound from the ensemble aver-

age of the eight ground-mounted tnicrophones. The

curves in each plot arc all referenced to an arbitrary
but common time scale.

The results of flight 109 are shown in figure 8(a).

This flight from the series 100 (30000 ft AGL,
Math 0.7) took place on tile morning of 5 April 1989.

The prediction curves are generally centered over
the peak of the ensemble-averaged measurement, but

the nominal prediction peak clearly exceeds even the

upper 80-percent confidence bound of the measure-

ment. However, the peak of the lower bound pre-

diction is less than the peaks of both the upper
80-percent confidence bound and the average of the

measured data. The inagnitudes of these differences

are fairly small and the peak of the nominal pre-
diction exceeds that of the ensemble average by less

than 3 dB. Figure 8(b) shows the results for flight 112

which took place on the folh)wing morning of 6 April.

The prediction curves are again generally centered
over the peak of the ensenfl)le-averaged nmasurenmnt

but tile nominal prediction peak is now less than
that of even the lower 80-percent confi(lencc bound

of the measurement. However, the peak of the upper
bound prediction is greater than the peak of the lower
80-percent confidence bound of the measured data.

The nmgnitudes of these differences are still small

and the peak of the nonfinal prediction is less than

3 dB below that of the ensemble average.

Results of two flights from the series 200 (15 000 ft

AGL, Mach 0.7) are shown in figures 8(c) and 8((t) for
flight 206 from the morning of 5 April and flight 215

from the afternoon of 6 April, respectively. As in the

previous pair of plots, an exainple is shown for an
over and for an underpredietion. In both examples,

the confidence bounds of the ensemble average and

the estimated error bounds of the prediction over-

lap; the difference between the peak of the nomi-

nal prediction and the peak of the ensemble-averaged

measurement is less than 2 dB. Although the predic-
tion curves are nearly centered over the peak of the

enseinl)le-averaged measurement, the shapes of the
prediction and measurement curves for these series-

200 examples do not agree as well as in the series-100

examples above. The measurement curves show a

very abrupt increase in OASPL just before the peak

and an equally abrupt decrease following the peak;
the prediction curves show a more gradual increase

and decrease. The shapes of tile measurement and

prediction curves for the series-100 examples above
showed much t)etter agreement.

Results of two flights h'om the series 300 (15 000 ft

AGL, Mach 0.5) are shown in figures 8(e) and 8(f)
for flight 305 from the morning of 5 April and

flight 319 from the morning of 8 April, respectively.

Unlike the previous plots, these are both exam-
ples of overpredictions because there were no under-

predictions for any of the nominal prc(tictioils for

flight series 300. Tile confidence t)oun(ts of the

ensemble average overlap the estimated error bounds

of the prediction in these two examples; this is not
true for all of the flight series 300. However, the

difference between the peak of the nominal predic-

tion and the peak of the ensemt)le-averaged measure-

ment is less than 4 (tB in both cases. The prediction
curves are also nearly centered over the peak of the

ensemble-averaged measurement lint the shapes of

the curves for these series-300 exaint)les show some

differences. The curves agree reasonably well when
the eASeL is increasing but (tiverge somewhat when

the eASeL is (lecreasing.

None of the prediction curves in figure 8 exhibit

the short term variability shown by' the ensemble-
average(t measurement curves. The levels and loca-

tions of the t)eaks of the prediction seem to agree

fairly well on average with those of the mea_sure-

ments but not in detail. The only prediction param-
eter that varied with time was the airplane t)osition

(teterinined by radar. Weather paranmters that var-

ied during overflight nfight account for the ot)serve(t
variat)ility in the sound level but neither the predic-
tion model nor the weather measurements allowed

for t.emporal or spatial variation. A more com-

plex prediction model that includes source level aim
frequeimy variability coupled with some stochastic

atmospheric variability might yield the same gen-
eral characteristics of the measured sound curves t)ut

exact predictions are impossible.

Frequency versus time. Although the predic-

tion curve peaks appear to be nearly centered over
the peaks of the ensemble-averaged measurement

curves, agreement is not perfect. Possible causes
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of the disagreement include inaccurate source direc-

tional estimates, propagation effects, poor time syn-

chronization between prediction and measurement,

and/or Doppler errors from inaccurate ray paths.
Comparison of the spectral content of the measured

sound with predicted locations of the tones indicates

that time synchronization and Doppler shift were

treated correctly. Contour plots of ground-measured
spectra compared with predicted propfan harmonics

are shown in figure 9. In each plot, the smooth curves

are the predicted received frequency of the funda-
mental blade passage frequency, harmonics, and sub-

harmonics calculated for an eight-bladed propeller.

The gray scale shading is a flooded contour plot of
the measured spectrum as it evolves over time with

the darker shading corresponding to higher spectral

sound levels. The curves and contours in each plot
are all referenced to a common time scale based on

the radar-measured time overhead.

The results of flight 109 are shown in figure 9(a).

This plot corresponds to that shown in figure 8(a).
The plot of the predicted fundamental tone clearly

overlays a region of dark shading that corresponds to

a measured tone with a time-varying Doppler shift.

More difficult to discern is another region of shading
that corresponds to twice the fundamental frequency

and agrees very nicely with the predicted reception
of the second harmonic. The sound level of the sec-

ond harmonic is much lower than that of the funda-

mental frequency and contributes very little to the

overall sound pressure level. Preferential absorption

of higher frequencies by the atmosphere substantially

reduces the sound levels of blade passage frequency
harmonics measured from long range when compared

with short range. Tones corresponding to the third

and fourth subharmonics ($3 and $4) of the blade
passage frequency are very difficult to discern. These

tones can be seen with a very high resolution plot on
a computer workstation screen but do not reproduce

very well on paper. The tones appear during a time

span from approximately overhead to 15 sec later

and correspond to a range of emission angles slightly
forward of overhead.

The results of flight 206 are shown in figure 9(b).
This plot corresponds to that shown in figure 8(c).
The plots of the predicted fundamental and second

harmonic tones clearly overlay regions of dark shad-

ing that correspond to measured tones with time-

varying Doppler shifts. Although more difficult to
see, another region of shading is still visible that cor-

responds to three times the fundamental frequency

and agrees very nicely with the predicted reception

of the third harmonic. Again, the sound levels of the
second and third harmonics are much lower than that
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of the fundamental and contribute very little to the

overall sound pressure level. Also, as in the previous

plot, tones are plotted which correspond to the third

and fourth subharmonics ($3 and $4) as well as the
fifth and sixth subharmonics ($5 and $6) of the blade

passage frequency. They also appear during a time

span that corresponds to a range of emission angles

slightly forward of overhead. In addition to tones
that clearly correspond to the propfan source, two
other tones were measured that had a time-varying

Doppler shift similar to the propfan. These tones
obviously must be associated with the PTA airplane

but cannot be directly linked with the propeller.

The results of flight 305 are shown in figure 9(c).

This plot corresponds to that shown in figure 8(e).

The plots of the predicted fundamental and second
harmonic tones clearly overlay regions of dark shad-

ing that correspond to measured tones with time-
varying Doppler shifts. Another faint region of shad-

ing corresponds to three times the fundamental
frequency and agrees very nicely with the predicted

reception of the third harmonic. Again, the sound
levels of the second and third harmonics are much
lower than that of the fundamental and contribute

very little to the overall sound pressure level. Also,

tones corresponding to the third, fourth, fifth, and

sixth subharmonics ($3, $4, $5, and $6) of the blade

passage frequency are visible. They appear during
a time span that corresponds to a range of emission

angles slightly forward of overhead. In addition to
tones that clearly correspond to the propfan source,

there arc four tones with a Doppler shift that varies

in time similar to the propfan. These tones obviously
must be associated with the PTA airplane but cannot

t)e directly linked with the propeller.

Given the excellent agreement between the mea-
sured tones and their predicted location, any differ-

ences between the positions of predicted and mea-

sured sound level peaks can be assumed to result
from inexact source directional estimates or imper-

fectly modeled propagation effects rather than incor-

rectly synchronized predictions. The subharmonics
that are present in ground-measured spectra but

absent from in-flight-measured spectra suggest either

a propagation-induced or a direction dependent noise
source that appears below the propfan but not to the

side at the boom microphone location and may be

caused by nonaxial inflow.

Peak Sound Level

Comparison of nominal peak levels. The

examples presented above indicate that the methods
for predicting the characteristics of sound levels and
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tonal frequencies on the ground over time are rea-

sonably accurate. The examples show both over and
underpredictions of the peak sound levels measured

during overflights. Comparisons between the mea-

sured and predicted peak OASPL on the ground for
all of the individual overflights in each of the three

en route flight conditions are shown in figure 10.

The peak value of the ensemble-averaged OASPL for

every overflight of each series is plotted against the

corresponding peak of the nominal prediction. A
symbol falling on the dashed diagonal line would

indicate exact agreement between the measured and

predicted peak sound level while a symbol to the
right (or under) would indicate overprediction. Also,

each plot includes a linear regression curve of the
measured levels on the predicted levels showing the

general trend of agreement. The 80-percent confi-

dence bounds around the regression curve provide a

measure of confidence on that general trend.

The results of the flight series 100 (30 000 ft AGL,

Mach 0.7) are shown in figure 10(a). There is no
exact agreement between the predicted and measured

peaks; however, the regression line shows that there is

a general trend of higher predictions corresponding to
higher measurements. The range of measured peaks

is slightly greater than the range of predicted peaks
and that is reflected in the regression line having a

slope greater than one. The dashed diagonal line
representing perfect prediction lies just outside the

80-percent confidence bounds around the regression
curve. The average of all of the peak predictions is

about 0.5 dB lower than the average of all of the

peak measurements. The greatest overprediction is

less than 4 dB and the greatest underprediction is
less than 5 dB.

The results of the flight series 200 (15 000 ft AGL,

Mach 0.7) are shown in figure 10(b). A couple of
cases show nearly perfect agreement between the

predicted and measured peaks and the regression
line shows the same general trend of higher predic-

tions corresponding to higher measurements seen in

the previous plot. The range of measured peaks is

slightly greater than the range of predicted peaks

and that is again reflected in the regression line hav-
ing a slope greater than one. The dashed diagonal

line representing perfect prediction lies farther out-
side the 80-percent confidence bounds than in the

previous plot. For this flight series, the average of all

of the peak predictions is about 1 dB higher than the

average of all of the peak measurements. The great-

est overprediction is less than 4 dB and the greatest

underprediction is less than 3 dB.

The results of the flight series 300 (15 000 ft AGL,

Mach 0.5) are shown in figure 10(c). In every case,
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Figure 10. Measured and predicted peak OASPL and

regression fit.

the predicted peak exceeds the measured peak. The
regression line, though, shows the same general trend

of higher predictions corresponding to higher mea-

surements seen in the previous plots. The range of

measured peaks is slightly greater than the range of
predicted peaks and that is again reflected in the

regression line having a slope greater than one. The

dashed diagonal line representing perfect prediction
lies well outside the 80-percent confidence bounds.

For this flight series, the average of all of the peak

predictions is just over 2 dB higher than the aver-
age of all of the peak measurements. The great-

est overprediction is just over 4 dB and the least

overprediction is less than 0.5 dB.

Comparison of peak level bounds. The plots

in figure 10 show a comparison between the peak

of the ensemble average of eight microphones and

the peak of the nominal prediction for each flight in
the series 100, 200, and 300. However, as discussed

before, there is some uncertainty in an ensemble-

averaged estimate; that uncertainty can be quantified
by a confidence interval. There is also some uncer-

tainty in the prediction because of the uncertainty

associated with the input parameters on which the
prediction is based. That uncertainty is quantified

in this paper by an upper and lower bound based

on estimates of the possible uncertainty of the input

parameters. The relative effect of both types of
uncertainty is shown in figure 11. The peak value of

the ensemble-averaged OASPL for every overflight of

each series is plotted against the corresponding peak
of the nominal prediction, as in the previous figure.

A box is drawn around each symbol representing an

overflight. The vertical extent of each box is defined
by the peaks of the upper and lower 80-percent confi-

dence bounds of the eight-microphone ensemble. The

horizontal extent of each box is defined by the peaks

of the upper and lower bound predictions.

The results of the flight series 100 (30 000 ft AGL,

Mach 0.7) are shown in figure ll(a). The dashed
diagonal line representing perfect prediction inter-

sects every box except that of flight 113 where the

lower 80-percent confidence bound peak exceeds the

upper prediction bound peak by less than 1 (lB.
The results of the flight series 200 (15000 ft AGL,

Mach 0.7) are shown in figure ll(b). In this plot,

every box overlaps the line of perfect prediction.

The results of the flight series 300 (15000 ft AGL,
Mach 0.5) are shown in figure 11(c). The majority

of the boxes overlap the line of perfect prediction;

four of them do not. The range of the measure-
ment confidence bounds varies from flight to flight

but tends to average fairly consistently across flight
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Figure 11. Measured and predicted peak level comparisons

and estimated error bounds.

series. The average range of the measurement con-

fidence bounds is about 3 dB for both the flight se-
ries 100 and 200 and about 4 dB for the flight se-

ries 300. However, the range of the prediction bounds

varies across the different flight series. The average
range of the prediction bounds is about 6 dB for the

flight series 100, 8 dB for the series 200, and 4 dB for
the series 300.

For the flight series 300, the relatively small range

of prediction bounds and the relatively large average
overprediction are an indication that the prediction

error may be systematic rather than random for that

series. Review of the test procedure gives clues as

to the possible source of the apparent systematic
error. Several overflights from each of the flight

series 100, 200, and 300 were performed during many

of the test sessions. Each flight from a test session
was analyzed with weather and radar data from a

common source with an identical propagation model.

The only feature of the prediction that was unique for
the series 300 was the source level directional pattern.

There are several possible sources of systematic

error. The first is that the in-flight experimentally

measured source levels for the flight series 300 are
too high. This seems unlikely because the levels for

that flight series are very close to those of the other

flight series where the signal-to-noise ratio is high.
Another possibility is that the actual source directiv-

ity is sensitive to small changes in the inflow angle. A

comparison of the angle-of-attack measurements for

in-flight tests and en route overflights does not show
a systematic difference that would cause different

directional patterns. A third possibility is that the

predicted directional pattern is in error, ttowever,

the estimated source emission angles corresponding
to the peak ground levels are very close to the angle

of the measured source strength to which the pre-

dicted directional pattern was adjusted. No single

unambiguous cause for the systematic error seems to
exist. In relative terms, the average error of 2 dB is
small.

Summary of Results and Conclusions

The en route noise test was designed to study the

propagation of propfan noise from cruise altitudes to
the ground and to assess the annoyance caused by
that noise. It was conducted at the White Sands

Missile Range (WSMR). The ground noise phase

of the test consisted of ground noise measurements

made during repeated flights over a distributed
microphone array. In-flight measurements of propfan

source levels and directional patterns were made by a

chase plane flying in formation with the PTA airplane
during the in-flight phase of the test. Radar tracks
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of the PTA airplaneand weatherprofilemeasure-
mentswereconcurrentlyrecordedduringtheground
noisephaseto ensureaccuratepropagationmodeling.
Multiplemicrophonesin a lineararrayontheground
wereusedto provideensemble-averagedestimatesof
meanflyovernoiselevels,establishconfidencelimits
for thosemeans,andmeasurepropagation-induced
noisevariability. A total of 88 overflightswere
completedat variousaltitudesandspeeds.

Theacousticdatawereanalyzedby removalof
low-frequencywind noisewith a digital filter and
then conversionof the pressuretime historiesto
OASPLand spectraltime historieswith a 0.5-sec
averagingtime. Individualmicrophoneresultswere
ensemble-averagedandpeaklevelsof the resulting
averageOASPLtimehistorieswereexamined.Peak
levelsfor differentflights from within eachflight
seriesvariedsubstantiallyabout the average,par-
ticularly for the series100,200,and300in which
overflightswereperformedonmanydifferentdays.
Therangeof peaklevelswithin aparticulartestses-
siontendedto besmallerthantherangeof peaklev-
elsfor theentireflight series.The largeday-to-day
variationsinpeaklevelmeasurementsappearedto be
causedbylargeday-to-daydifferencesinpropagation
conditions.Propagationconditionswithinaparticu-
lar testsessionappearedto changeverylittle andthe
peaklevelsshowedcorrespondinglylessvariability.

Thelargevariationscausedbyday-to-dayprop-
agationdifferencestendto obscuresmallvariations
arisingfromoperatingconditions.Careful examina-
tion of data tends to reveal consistent trends but also

what appear to be anomalies. As expected, the flight

series 200 (15000 ft AGL, Mach 0.7) caused higher
peak sound levels at the ground than the series 100

(30000 ft AGL, Mach 0.7) because of the shorter

propagation path. Similarly, the flight series 300

(15000 ft AGL, Mach 0.5), series 400 (9000 ft AGL,

Mach 0.5) and series 500 (2000 ft AGL, Mach 0.5)
caused progressively higher peak sound levels on the

ground. Although the peak levels from the flight

series 200 (15000 ft AGL, Mach 0.7) overlap those

from the series 300 (15000 ft AGL, Mach 0.5) the

slower flight series 300 tends to have a generally
higher level at tile ground despite the lower source

level measured by the boom-mounted microphones.

Also, the flight series 800 (30000 ft AGL, Mach 0.7)

with a relatively low propeller rotational tip speed

exhibited a higher peak sound level on the ground
than did the flight series 700 (30000 ft AGL,

Mach 0.7) which had a higher rotational speed.

A three-dimensional ray-tracing method was used

to account for atmospheric propagation of sound and

predict sound levels on the ground from the flight

series 100, 200, and 300. The method of Dunn

and Farassat (ref. 15) was used to calculate the

propfan source directional pattern; in-flight measure-
ments of the source (ref. 6) as well as boom micro-

phone measurements were used to adjust the level
of the directional patterns. The source-receiver co-
ordinates were transformed to emission coordinates

and then refraction, spreading, absorption, charac-

teristic impedance, Blokhintsev, and ground effects

were predicted by the propagation program. In
general, the nominal predictions agreed fairly well

with the measurements. The shapes of individ-

ual OASPL time history predictions agreed fairly

well with the ensemble-averaged experimental data
curves. Plots of spectra versus time showed excellent

agreement between predicted and measured propfan
tone frequencies.

Despite the good agreement between predicted

and measured data, the following observations are
noted:

1. Source and propagation modeling explains some
of the variation in average peak level results but

is unable to account for short-term variability
of ensemble-averaged data from individual runs
or the more extreme variations between micro-

phones. The limited turbulence measurements

recorded in the test program show no clear cor-
relation with the observed short-term sound level

variability.

2. Absorption plays a substantial role in determining

the peak sound levels on the ground. Although
the absorption model used here is not considered

to be valid for the very low temperatures occur-

ring over most of the propagation path, the pre-

dictions on the average agreed surprisingly well
with measurements. Any correction of measured
sound data to standard atmospheric conditions or

to a nominal flight configuration when perform-
ing high-altitude overflights is subject to question

because of the inability to accurately measure the

characteristics of the entire propagation path and

the inherently greater inaccuracy of long-range

propagation modeling compared with short-range
modeling.

Estimation of sound levels on the ground from

propfan airplanes operating under cruise condi-

tions must account for a complete operational sce-

nario. The change of a single operational param-
eter can have unforeseen consequences because of
the complex interactions of all the variables which

determine the sound level received on the ground.

For example, a reduction of the rotational speed
of the propeller may reduce the maximum source

.
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noise level but it may also change the angle at

which the peak sound is emitted, reduce the

source frequency, and change the pitch attitude

and speed of the airplane in flight. The sound

level on the ground may then be higher or lower

depending on the precise interaction of all of these

effects. The lower airplane speed and reduced fre-

quency also result in less attenuation from atmo-

spheric absorption. The direction and magnitude

of changes in attitude and peak sound direction

may either increase or decrease the sound level.

The comprehensive and integrated methods pre-

sented in this paper appear to have adequately pre-

dicted ground-measured sound levels. On average,

peak sound levels were predicted with less than 3 dB

error for the three flight series 100, 200, and 300.

Prediction errors for peak sound levels of individual

flights were nearly 5 dB in some cases. However,

within each flight series, the higher measured peaks

generally corresponded with higher predicted peaks

and vice versa. Plots showing confidence bounds

on ensemble-averaged experimental data as well as

estimates of prediction uncertainty indicated that

nominal prediction errors were quite small.

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23681-0001

June 10, 1994
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